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NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN — REJECTION BY PREMIER 

160. Hon KATE DOUST to the Leader of the House representing the Premier: 

I refer to the Prime Minister’s national health plan. 

(1) How will the Premier explain his rejection of this offer to Western Australian patients waiting in pain 
for their elective surgery or emergency department treatment? 

(2) Will the Premier table for the information of the house the detailed public service analysis of the impact 
of the Prime Minister’s health plan on Western Australia’s health services and net financial position? 

(3) If not, why not? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) The Premier has already explained this offer to the Western Australian public in this Parliament 
yesterday and consistently throughout negotiations — 

Hon Ken Travers: He wouldn’t be allowed in this Parliament! 

Hon Sue Ellery: In this house? We never heard it. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE: Is the opposition trying to suggest that an answer in the other house is not referred to 
the public in any way at all? 

Hon Kate Doust: We weren’t provided with it. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE: I will return to the answer — 

(1) The Premier has already explained this offer to the Western Australian public in this Parliament 
yesterday and consistently throughout negotiations with the Prime Minister, at the Council of Australian 
Governments meeting on 19 and 20 April 2010, and since. Western Australia will not allow the 
commonwealth to take the state’s rightful share of the goods and services tax and to break an agreement 
made by the commonwealth with the states and territories just over 10 years ago. However, the state 
would be prepared to pay an equivalent amount of dollars from consolidated revenue, equal to the 
agreed amount, into a transparent state pool for health care. 

(2)–(3) As the Premier indicated yesterday, a detailed analysis is not required on this point. This is a matter of 
the Federation and of the ability of Western Australians to govern themselves, including controlling 
their own money. 

I just cannot believe the Labor Party on this matter. Why would it give away the GST? After it took so long for 
the states to get their own source of revenue, in three seconds flat the Labor Party caves in. It is pathetic—
absolutely pathetic. The Labor Party stands for nothing. 
 


